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Live updatesLive updates, ‘Went 3 days without food’: Gaza hunger crisis worsens amid Israeli attacks
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Qassam says it targeted Israeli troop carrier in Khan Younis
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Published 21 minutes ago21m ago
More than 100 aid workers killed in 1 week in Gaza: Gov’t
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WHO records more than 400 attacks on Gaza healthcare facilities
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WATCH: Al Jazeera investigation reveals new details about October 7
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Bodies of al-Shifa evacuees still lying on the streets
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Ceasefire talks continue

	






Live updatesLive updates, Putin discusses Ukraine with India’s Modi as Russia slams IOC decision



Live updatesLive updates, Putin discusses Ukraine with India’s Modi as Russia slams IOC decision


	
EU agrees to cap tariff-free Ukraine farm imports




	
China slams critics of Hong Kong security law




	Pakistan, IMF reach staff-level deal to release $1.1bn from bailout package


	Brazilian police indict Bolsonaro over fake COVID certificate


	At least seven dead as South Korean-flagged tanker capsizes off Japan


	EU firms in China forced to focus on risks over business, lobby group says



Must Read
	Palestinian paramedics fear Gaza dangers will spread to West Bank




	‘Cousins at war’: Pakistan-Afghan ties strained after cross-border attacks


	Migrant workers exploited, abused in Italy’s prized fine wine vineyards
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	What is the Texas immigration law ‘SB4’, and why is it so controversial?









Video Duration 02 minutes 11 seconds 02:11	Canada stops arms sales to Israel: Who else has blocked weapons exports?


	Did Russia, Iran provoke Niger walkout from US military pact?



Opinion
	Censorship is a crucial complement of genocide





Opinion by Somdeep SenSomdeep Sen	The key election for Russia is in November
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Watch Latest Videos
	Bodies left in streets after gang attack in wealthy Haiti suburb










Video Duration 02 minutes 13 seconds 02:13	What will become of Gaza’s orphaned generation?







Video Duration 24 minutes 49 seconds 24:49	What’s the impact of Niger cutting military ties with the US?







Video Duration 28 minutes 00 seconds 28:00	Police fire pepper spray on food crisis protesters in Argentina
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Can India’s Rahul Gandhi defeat Narendra Modi with ‘unity marches’?

The opposition launches its 2024 election campaign amid hope among supporters and cynicism from critics.
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How Israeli settlers are expanding illegal outposts amid Gaza war

Satellite images show the establishment of at least 15 new illegal outposts and dozens of new roads since October 7.
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After 12 years in power, Senegal’s Macky Sall leaves a fragile democracy

Amid the president’s attempt to delay elections and protests by the opposition, how resilient is Senegal’s democracy?
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Coffee’s in danger: Can Vietnam’s Robusta save it from climate change?

In Vietnam, producers are on an urgent quest: To rehabilitate the widely grown, but much-maligned, Robusta coffee bean.
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Elite Afghan soldiers turn barbers, gym trainers in India to escape Taliban

Trading guns for hair clippers and dumbbells, they’ve had to desert their dreams – like their government deserted them.
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See full coverage
Why are Black voters backing Donald Trump in record numbers?
Latest polls show 17 percent of Black voters would vote for former president today – more than twice the number in 2016.
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Harsh Mongolian winter leaves 4.7m animals dead; Red Cross issues appeal
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